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Positive Linear Functionals on Ideals of Continuous Functions
By Junzo WADA
Let N be the set of all continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff
space or the set of all continuous functions whose carriers are compact
on a locally compact Hausdorff space. Then any positive linear functional
T on N has an integral representation (Kakutani [12] and Halmos [8]),
so any T has the condition (MAO, i.e. T(f
n
) converges to T(f) for any
f£N and for any sequence {f
n
}<^N with f
n
\ f. Let X be a locally
compact space and let Y be the one-point compactification of X ([1],
p. 93). Then we can regard the set of all continuous functions whose
carriers are compact on X as an ideal ( = /-ideal. § 1) of C(F), the set of
all real-valued continuous functions of Y. V. S. Varadarajan [16] raised
the following question : Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and let N
be an ideal of C(X). When can we say that all non-negative linear
functionals on N satisfy the condition (MA')υ ? An ideal N is said to
satisfy the property (A) if T satisfies the condition (MA7) for any non-
negative linear functional T on AΓ(§ 1). In this paper we consider more
generalized problems. After some preliminaries in § 1 we consider in § 2
the above problem in the case where X is a completely regular space.
We characterize ideals which satisfy the property (A) under some condi-
tions (Theorem 4). In § 3 we prove that any m-closed (ring-) ideal
satisfies (A) (Theorem 5), and in § 4 we show that an a-ideal satisfies
the stronger property (B) (§1) if it satisfies (A) in the case where X is
a normal Q-space (Theorem 6).
§ 1. Preliminaries.
Throughout this paper, spaces are always completely regular Haus-
dorff spaces.
For a space X, a subset N in C(X) will be called an l-ldeal^ (or,
briebly, an ideal) if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) Xf,g€N, then/-h£6ΛΓ,
(ii) if f€N and t is any real number, then tf€N,
(iii) if /€7V, |£|3>^/, then g€N.
1) See, Bourbaki [3]. Varadarajan [16] used the term "tr-smooth" in place of "the
condition (MA')" Numbers in bracket refer to the references cites at the end of the paper.
2) See, Birkhoff [2].
3) For any function /, |/| O)= 1/001
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Let X be a space and let / be in C(X). Then we put
Z(f)={x\x€X, /(*)=0},
Let JV be an ideal. Then we put
Let N be an ideal and let T be a non-negative linear functional.
Then T is said to satisfy the condition (MA') (resp. (MA)) if T(/J
(resp. T(/J) converges to T(/) for any f£N and for any sequence
{/ΛCΛT (resp. for any directed set {ΛJC^O with /„ f / (resp. Λ |/)4).
An ideal N is said to satisfy the property (A) (resp. (B)) if T satisfies
the condition (MA) (resp. (MA)) for any non-negative linear functional
T on N.
Let TV be an ideal. Then we put
where C*(JΓ) is the set of all bounded continuous functions. We denote
by ΨA the characteristic function of a set A. We easily see that K and
K* are ideals and both are contained in N. If X is compact, then we
have that K=K*= {f\f£.C(X)> the carrier of / is contained in some
compact subset of Y=X-Z(N)}.
Let N be an ideal. Then N is called an a-ideal if / e N for any
/eCtY) with I/I /\neN (n = l, 2, 3, — ). If -X is compact (or pseudo
compact), then any ideal is an tf-ideal, and if X is locally compact, the
set of all continuous functions whose carriers are compact on X is an
a- ideal. If Nis an a- ideal and if feK, then we have that K^>{g\g£
C(X),P(\g\)<P(f)}.
Let X be any space. Then E. Hewitt [10] introduced a Baire measure
on ^β(X). Let N be an tf-ideal and let T be a non-negative linear func-
tional. Similary, we can introduce a countably additive measure on ^β(K)
as follows.
Let G be any set in ^(K). We define the measure γ(G) as sup T(/),
4) Let A be a directed system. Then {fa}a£A is said to be a directed set if for any pair
«!, #2 with a^^α-2, /ΛI>/ΛZ. "/«t/" means that lim/Λ(#)=/(#) for any #. We see that
05
a non-negative linear functional T on N satisfies (MAO (resp. (MA)) if T(/M) (resp. T(/Λ))
converges to T(/) for any /(^>0) € AT and for any sequence {/„} C ^V (resp. for any directed
set {/tflCΛO such that f
n
\f (resp. /
Λ
f / ) and /M^0 for any « (resp. /α;>0 for any α)
(Cf. [14]).
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where / runs through the set of all functions in K such that 0 ^ /£ί ψ
c
 .
By the similar method as Hewitt [10], we have
(1) a) GC# implies that 7(G)<7(#),
b) 0<7(G)< + ^
c) γ(0)=0,
G and H being arbitrary sets in ty(K).
(2) 7(Gw#)^7(G) + 7(#) for any G, H in %(K).
(3) If G, #e^(K) and Gr\H=Q, then γ(Gvtf)=γ(G) + γ(#).
(4) Let G
n
, G be in ^(K) and let G(^\JG
n
. Then γ(G)<Σγ(Gj.
« = 1 » = 1
For any subset Aζ^X, we put
τ*U)=inf {ΣrtGj, ^CWGW, G, eφ(iθ}« = 1 w=l
if this set is non-empty, and γ*(A) = + oo otherwise.
Then we have
(5) a) 0<γ*(A) for any ^C^,
b) 7*(A)^7*CB) if AC#,
c) τ*(UA.)^Σ7*(Λ.) for all {Λ, Λ, - ,^«,-},
«=1 «=1
d) y*(G) = 7(G) for any GG^(/C).
(6) Every set in S?(K) is measurable with respect to the outer measure 7*.
(7) The outer measure 7* is countably additive on the family
where ?$(K) is the smallest family which contains ?$(K) and closed
under the formation of complements and of countable unions.
(8) For any non-negative function f£K, there exists some <z>0 such
that 7l>l*eX, 0</(*)^flQ=7(P(/)).
If X is a locally compact space and if N is the set of all con-
tinuous functions on X whose carriers are compact, then we easily see
that
 Ύ
(G) = μ(G) for any G£φ(N) = φ(K), whose μ is the measure in-
troduced by Halmos ([8]. p. 247, Theorem 8).
By the similar method as Hewitt, we have that for any tf-ideal N and
for any f£K, T(f) = (f(x)d7(x). If T satisfies the condition (MA) and
if / is a non-negative function in N, then g
n
=f—f/\n~1 f / and g
n
£K,
so T(f) = (f(x)dγ(x). Therefore we have
Let N be an a-ίdeal. Then a non-negative linear functional T satisfies
the condition (MA) if and only if there exists a countably additive measure
7 on ^>(K) for which
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Let X be a space and let OCX") be the set of all open subsets in X.
By a Borel measure, we shall mean a real-valued function γ defined on
Ό(X) which is countably additive, where Q(-X) is the smallest family
which contains &(X) and closed under the formation of complements
and of countable unions.
Let TV be a set of continuous functions such that (i) TV is a linear
lattice, (ii) if feN, then l Λ / e T V and (iii) for any closed subset F and
for any point p with p£Fy there is an feN such that /(F) = 0, f(p) = l
and 0</(#)<1. Then Ishii [11] proved the following: Let T be a
positive linear functional on N having the condition (MA). Then there
is a reducible5) Borel measure y on X such that T(f) = \f(x)dr(x) (f eN).
Similarly, we have
Let N be an ideal and let T be a positive linear functional on N
having the condition (MA). Then there is a reducible Borel measure y on
Y=X-Z(N) such that
T(f) = { f(x)dj(x) ( f e N ) .
Y
§ 2. Property (A).
We first prove the following lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let N be an oί-ideal and let T be a non-negative functional
on N. Then the restriction T0 on K of T satisfies the condition (MA).
Proof. By § 1, there is a measure γ such that for any feK TQ(f) =
= \f(x)dr/(x), so the lemma is clear.
This lemma can also be proved directly.
Lemma 2. If N is an a-ideal, then it is a ring, i. e. if /, g 6 N, then
Proof. Let feN jQ^O and let m be a natural number. Then
mf—(f2/\m)^mf—f(f/\m)=f(m—fj\m)^Q, or mf^f2/\m. Since feN
and N is an αMdeal, f2eN. If f,geN, then fg£ N since (\f\ + \g\)2
^4|/*|.
We can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let N be an a-ideal. Then the following conditions are
equivalent :
5) A measure 7 on X is said to be reducible if there is a closed subsets F in X such
that F is measurable and γ(X-F)=Q. (Cf. [13]).
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(1) N satisfies the property (A).
(2) If T is a non-negative functional on N such that T(K*) = Q, then T
is identically zero.
(3) If T is a non-negative functional on N such that T(K) = Q, then T
is identically zero.
Proof. (l)-^(2). Suppose that there is a positive functional T on
Nsuch that T(K*) = 0 and Γ(/) = l for som /GJV, /^O. Put f
n
 = (f-n)
Then /„ j0. We easily see that φpcf-fn^nfeN and
, so/-/MGtf* and T ( f ) - T ( f H ) = Q, or Γ(/J = T(/) = 1 for
any n. This shows that (1) does not hold.
(2)-»(3). Clear.
(3)-»(l). Let T be a non-negative linear functional on JV. For any
/eΛΓ/^0, we put T'(/)=inf lim T(f
n
), where /
w
^0 (n = l, 2, 3, •••) and
«_^00
/„ t/, and the infininum is taken for all sequences {/„} such that /„ t/,
/M^0 and/MeΛΓ. Then we have that for any f,geNf, g^Q, T'(f+g)
= T'(f)+T'(g) and for any real number f^O, T(tf) = tT'(f). For any
arbitrary function /6 N, we define T/(/) = T/(/+)-T/(/"), where/+and
/" denotes/vO and (— /) v O respectively. Then T is a linear functional
on N and T^T7. Put T" = T-T'9 then T
r/
 is non-negative linear
functional on N. But, by Lemma 1, T"(K) = Q and by (2) Tx/=0, so
T' = T. This shows that Λ^ has the property (AΓ
If N is an ideal which is not an α-ideal, we can easily see that
Theorem 1 does not always hold.
DEFINITION. An ideal N(=Nfo) will be called a principal ideal if there
exist a non-negative function f0£N such that N= {g\g€C(X), \g\^otf0
for some α:^0}. An ideal N will be called a ^-principal (resp. ^-prin-
cipal) if there exists a non-negative ^-function (resp. an unbounded
function) /0 such that #= {g \ g € C(X), \g(x)\^otf0(χ) on ί7w for some
α^>0 and some natural number m] (resp. JV= {^  |^eC(^L), |^(^)|>α/0(^)
on V
m
 for some α:>0 and m}), where Utn={x\x£X,Q<^f(x)<^m~1} and
7W = (xI jc e X, f(x)^>m}. A positive function / is said to be an s-function
if it admits any small value, i.e. U
m
 is not empty for any m. If X is
compact, then any 0-principal ideal is principal, but it is not true in
general.
Theorem 2. (1) A principal ideal N (=Nfo) fulfills the condition (A)
if and only if Z(/0) is open, Y=X—Z(fQ) is pseudo-compact^ and N=
{/|/eC(X), /(Z(/0)) = 0} (it is lattice-isomorphic to C(Y)).
6) A topological space X is said to be pseudo-compact if any continuous function on X
is bounded.
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(2) Any 0- principal (or oo- principal) ideal N(=Nfo) does not fulfill
the condition (A).
Proof. (1) Suppose that N fulfills (A). Then we put Un={x\x€X,
O^/oG^X^'1}- If f°r any w ί^ i is not eιτφty> we can select a point
#„ in U
n
. We put M= {#!£€#, lim^(^J//0(^J exists}. Foranyg eM,
we define T(g) = limg(xn)/f0(xn). Then T is a positive linear functional
on M. For any g 6 Λ^/0 there exists an m^>0 such that |g <lw/0. Since
m/o € M, T is extended to a positive linear functional on Nfo (Cf . [4]
p. 20). We denote it again with T. If /„=/>!/«, we have that fn\ 0
and T(fn) = l for any w. Since T satisfies (MA7), it is a contradiction.
This fact shows that Um is empty for some m, or f(x)^m~1 for any # '
with /(#)ΦO. Therefore Z(/0) is open, so Y=JΓ— Z(/0) is open and
closed. Let /' be the restriction of / on Y. Then Nff((^C(Y)) satisfies
the property (A). For any non-negative linear functional T* on C*(Y)
and for any A e Λ T / / , we define T1(h) = T*(h/f). Then T*(g) = T1(f'g) for
any ^eC*(F). We easily see that C*(F) satisfies (A). By Glucksberg
[5], Y is pseudo-compact and Nf' = C*(Y) = C(Y). The converse is clear
by [5].
(2) We define U
ny M and T as (1). Then T is a positive linear
functional on M. For any g£N, there are a positive integer m and α:^ >0
such that I g(x) \ < af0(χ) on Um. We put h = o/0 v | # | . Then A € M and|#Kλ, so T is extended to a positive functional on N. If fn=fo^n"\
then T(/
n
) = l for any n and /M j 0. This is a contradiction.
REMARK. If X is an infinite (completely regular) space, then there
is an tf-ideal in C(X) which does not satisfy (A). For, if X is infinite,
then there is an 5- f unction / G C(X), so the 0-principal ideal Nf does not
satisfy (A) (Theorem 2. (2)). We easily see that Nf is an α-ideal.
DEFINITION. A directed set4) {/
Λ
}
Λ
€
 A of positive functions (C^N) is
called a tes0 of an ideal N if for any /eΛΓ there is an /
Λ
 such that
\f\<^mf
a
 for some m.
Let / be a positive ^-function in C(X) and let ^ be any function in
C(X). Then we define
lim g/f = lim sup g(x)/f(x),
/->0 »->°° Z7"«
lim ^// - lim inf g(x)/f(x),
/•*o «->°° zr»
where ί/M = {x\x£X, 0</(jc)<«-1} .
If lim£//=lim£//, we write simply limg // (admits +00).
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Theorem 3. Let N be an a-ideal and let {/
Λ
}
Λ
<EA be a base in N.
If for any s- function f
Λ
 there is an f
β
 such that limff}/f
uu
=
00
, then N
satisfies the property (A). /αΓ*°
Proof. Suppose that N does not satisfy (A). By Theorem 1 there
exists a positive functional T such that T(K) = 0 and T(f) = l for some
positive function f£N. Since {/
Λ
}
Λ6Λ is a base in N, there is an /Λ
and a positive constant c such that 0<^/<^c/
Λ
. Now let f
Λ
 be an s-
f unction. Then by the hypothesis, there is an fB such that limfB/fa=<χ>./*-»°
Therefore, for any positive number M there is an m such that fB(x)^
Mf
Λ
(x) if xeU
m
. We set W
m
={x\x^X90^ίfΛ(x)<^m-1} andF=X-Wm.
Then if *e W
m
, fB(x)^LMfΛ(x). Let A be a function in K* such that
A(F ) = 1 . Then we easily see that Mfji +f
β
 ^ M/
Λ
 , or cMfJi -f c/
a
 ^  cM/
Λ
^M/. Since fJieK, T(f
α
h)=Qy so cT(fB)^M. But M is an arbitrary
positive number. This is a contradiction.
Next, let f
Λ
 be not an 5- function. Then if f
Λ
(x)ΦQ, f
Λ
(x)^S for
some positive number 8. The set P= {x\xeX, f
α
(x)^>0} is open and
closed and #^{/|/eC*(-X), /(Z(/
Λ
)) = 0}. Since ΛΓis an α-ideal, N^ΛΓ0
= {/|/6C(X),/(Z(/J) = 0} and /f^)7V0. Since T(/Γ) = 0, T(7V0) = 0. But
f£N0 and T(/) = l. This is a contradiction.
Finally, we characterize ideals which satisfy the property (A) under
some conditions. We see that these conditions are necessary as the later
example shows.
Theorem 4. Let N be an a-ideal and let it have a base {/#} such
that for any s- function f# and for any fB with β^some oίf (of depends
on a), lim/
β
//
Λ
 exists (admits -\-°°). Then N satisfies the property (A) iff* *°
and only if N is not ^-principal.
Proof. If N satisfies (A), then by Theorem 2. (2), N is not 0-prin-
cipal. Conversely, suppose that N is not 0-principal. Then for any f
Λ
which is an s-f unction, there exists an fB such that lim/β//Λ=oo. For,
/α»°^
otherwise, there would exist an 5- function f
Λ
 such that for any f
Ί
 e {/
Λ
}
lim/γ//
Λ
< some My< + oo, i.e. if x£U
my then fΊ(x)^MLfΛ(x) for some
m and Mγ^>0, so N would be a 0-principal ideal N/Λ. This is a contra-
diction. We can here assume that for any a the above β^af. There-
fore, by the hypothesis, for any ^-function f
Λ
 there is an fB such that
lim/
β
//l,= oo. By Theorem 4 N satisfies (A).
/αΓ>°
Let X be a locally compact space and let N be the set of all con-
tinuous functions on X whose carriers are compact. Then N+=
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forms a base which satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4. The
ordering of the directed system for the base can be defined as follows :
if Λ>0>pc/ for any /
Λ
, f
β
 in N+.
EXAMPLE. The hypothesis in Theorem 4 is necessary. The following
example shows it. Let X be the closed interval [0, 1] and let N be an
ideal having a base {/„}. For any n we define : f
n
(χ)=x if x=2~2m or
* = 0 (HI = 0, 1, 2, •••), f
n
(x} = xl/n if #=2-C2W+1) (ro =0, 1, 2, •••) and it is linear
on the intervals [2~Cm+1), 2~m] (01=0,1,2,-). We see that N is an
tf-ideal (since X is compact) and is not 0-principal. But N does not
satisfy (A). For, Put M={f\feN, lim 22M/(2'2M) exists}. Define Γ(/) =
«->00
lim 22Λ/(2~2W) for any /eM T is extended to a positive linear functional
W-J.OO
on N (Cf. [4]. p. 20) Set g
rn
=fl/\m~1. Then we have that gm j 0 and
T(g
m
) = l for any m, so N does not satisfy 04).
§ 3. Ring-ideals.
A subset N in C(X) is called a ring-ideal1^ if it satisfies the following
conditions :
(i) itf,gzN, thenf+geN,
(ii) if /€ N and if A e C(X), then λ/e TV.
A ring-ideal N is said to be m-closed if TV is closed in the m-topology
C(X). Any neighborhood of feC(X) in the m-topology is the set {g\g
£C(X), \g—f\<^π} for some everywhere positive function τ r ζ C ( X ) ac-
cording to Hewitt [9]. Shirota [15], and Gillman, Henrikson, and Jerison
[7] proved that any m-closed ring-ideal is an intersection of some maximal
ring-ideals. We shall show that any m-closed ring-ideal is an tf-ideal
and it satisfies (A) (Cf. Theorem 5).
The following lemma is proved by [16] in the case where X is
compact.
Lemma 3. Let N be an a-ideal and let it have the property such
that if feN then \f\1/2eN. Then N satisfies the property (A).
Proof. Suppose that a positive functional T on N satisfies the prop-
erty such that T(K) = 0 and T(f) = l for some positive f^N (Cf. Theorem
1). We put ^  = (*/-/*) vO. Then n2f^<pPCgn, and gn€K. 0=T(gn)^
T(nf-f1/2), or T(fl/2)^nT(f) = n for any n. This contradiction proves
the lemma.
We can easily prove the following lemmas.
7) We use the word "ring-ideal" to avoid the confusion.
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Lemma 4. If N is a maximal ideal (— l-ideal)y then it satisfies the
property (A).
Proof. By Lemma 3, it is sufficient prove that (i) for any positive
/ in N, f1/2 € N and (ii) N is an tf-ideal.
( i ) Suppose that f£N and f1/2£N. Since N is maximal, the set
{h\h£C(X\ λf1/2jrg^\h\ for some positive geN and for some λ>0} is
identical to C(X). Therefore λ/1/2 + g ^ /1/4 for some positive g^N and
for some λ>0, or g^fιμ-\flf2=fl/\l-\f11*}. For any x in X with
/(*)<(2λ)-4, £(*)>l/2/]/4(*), or 2£(*)>/1/4(*) For any x in X with
/(*)>(2λ)-4, (2λ)3/(^)-/1/4W=/1/V)((2λ)3/3/4(^)-l)>0, or (2λ)3/(*)>/v4(*).
Therefore 2£V(2λ)3/>/1'4, and so /1/4£N. By Lemma 2, we have
f1/2£N. This contradication proves (i).
(ii) Let /be a positive function in C(X) such that for any n f/\n£N
and f£N. Since N is a maximal ideal, the set {h\\f+g^\h\ for some
positive g 6 N and for some λ^>0} is identical to C(X). Therefore
λ/+g :>/2 for some positive geN and λ>0, or g >/2-λ/
For xz'X with /(*)>l + λ, we have #(#)>/(#). For #6Xwith
1 + λ, we can select a natural number w such that n^l + λ. If we
put Λ = / Λ Λ , then (l + λ)vyy»(jc) >/(*). Therefore g \ f ( \ + W*f}{*^f.
Since/i/ 2eJV by (i), feN.
Lemma 5. A maximal ring-ideal is a maximal ideal.
Proof. Let M be a maximal ring-ideal. Then we must first prove
that it is an ideal. We put M0 = {/|/€CCX), \f\<^<*g for some positive
some <x>0}. Then M0 is a proper ring-ideal (for, M0 j51 since
and MC^M0, so M=M0, i.e. M is an ideal. To prove the lemma,
it is sufficient to show that if N is a maximal ideal, then it is a proper
ring-ideal. We put NQ = { f \ f e C ( X ) , |/|<Ag for some positive h^C(X)
and some geN}. Then Λ^0 is an ideal and N(^N0. Therefore it is
sufficient to prove that N0 is proper. Suppose that NQ = C(X). Then
there exist h e C(X) and g G N such that hg^l, so £ is everywhere positive.
If we put N'={fg~l /eΛf}, then N' is a maximal ideal and N'3l. By
the proof of Lemma 4, N7 is an α-ideal, so N' = C(X) and N=C(X).
This is a contradiction.
Now we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5. Any m-closed ring-ideal is an oί-ideal and it satisfies the
property (A).
Proof. Let N be an m-closed ring-ideal. Then N is an intersection
of some maximal ideals M
Λ
 ([15] or [7]). Any M
Λ
 is a maximal ideal
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(Lemma 5) and by the proof of Lemma 4, any M
Λ
 is an #-ideal and has
the property such that for any positive /eM
Λ
, f1/2eM
a
. Therefore N
is an tf-ideal and has the property such that for any positive / G N,
fl/2 6 N. By Lemma 3, N satisfies (A).
REMARK. If X is a P-space (Cf. Gillman and Henriksen [6]), then
any ring-ideal in C(X) satisfies (A) since any ring-ideal is w-closed ([6].
p. 345).
EXAMPLE. An m-closed ideal (not a ring-ideal) does not always sat-
isfy the property (A). Such an example is the following : Let X be the
semi-line [0, oo) and let N={f\feC(X), |/(*)|<<** for some <x>0 and
for x^l}. Then we easily see that N is an m-closed ideal but it does
not satisfy (A) since N is oo-principal (Cf. Theorem 2. (2)).
§4. Property (B)
Let X be a locally compact space and let N be the set of all conti-
nuous functions whose whose carriers are compact on X. McShane [14]
proved that N has the propety (B). We can regard N as an ideal in
C(X0), where X0 is the one-point compactification of X. We here consider
ideals in C(X), where X is a Q-space. Q-spaces are considered in [9].
Any separable metric space or any locally compact Hausdorff space which
is sum of countable compact subsets is always a Q-space [9]. We here
show that an tf-ideal satisfies the property (B) if it satisfies (A) in the
case X is a normal Q-space.
We first prove the following
Lemma 6. Let X be a normal Q-space and let F be a closed subset
in X. Let Y be the decomposition space8) consisting of F and all elements
in X—F. Then Y is also a Q-space.
Proof. Let φ be the mapping such that φ~1(y0) = F and φ~\y) is a
set consisting of only one point for any y£ Y, yΦy0. Then φ is conti-
nus. Now suppose that Y is not a Q-space. Then there exists a family
8) Let X be a topological space and let {F
Λ
} be a division by closed sets of X, i.e.
X=\JF
Λ
, any F
Λ
 is closed and elements of {Fa} are mutually disjoint. We can consider new
space Y whose points are {F
a
~}. This space is called the decomposition space of X if for any
open set U^)F
Λ
, there exists an open set V"Σ)F
Λ
 such that Fβ^V^O implies that F
Λ
C2U.
For anypoint yo=Fa, in the decomposition space Y, any neighborhood of yQ is the set {y\y=Fβ,
FβC.U} for some open set U in X (Cf. [1]). Then there exists a continuous mapping from
X onto Y.
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such that (i) g is Z-maximal, (ii) any countable family of
has a non-void intersection and (iii) f\ B = Q (Cf. [9]). Let & =
β for some 5 eg}. Then we shall first prove that £> is
Z-maximal. If ξ> is not Z-maximal, then there exists an A0 £ ξ> (A0 € B(X))
such that φ^BrλA^φO for any 5 eg. Since 4>£Φ> A^φ'Έ for any
£ € g, so 9>A3>£ for any β e g. For, if φA^B for some S G g, by (iii),
there exists a β
x
 € g such that φA0'^B1 and B^y0. Therefore A)^)^"1^.
This is a contradiction, so φA^B for any B 6 g. Let A=Z(/) (/€ C*(C))
and let F(jy0) be a neighborhood of j>0 in Y. Then /V-1 is continous on
Y— V(yQ). Let £ be an extended continous function of fφ~l\(Y— V(y0)) on
Y (Y is a normal space). Then we have Z(g)(^φA0\jV(y0). We take a
B2£%B2$y0 and 7(Λ) such that 7(;y0)r\ 52 = 0. To prove that Z(g) g g, we
suppose that Z(g )eg. Then ^Λ^^Λ^^^ί^Λ^^o))^^:^^)^^
and Z(g)r\B2e%, this is a contradiction. Since g is Z-maximal, there
exists a J B G g such that Br\Z(g) = Q. We can assume that B$y0 and
But φ^B/^A^φQ. This contradication
shows that ξ> is Z-maximal. We easily see that any countable family
of ξ> has non-empty intersection and Γ\ A=Q. Therefore X is not a
Q-space. This shows that Y is a Q-space.
By this lemma, we have
Theorem 6. Let X be a normal Q-space and let N be an a-ideal.
Then N satisfies the property (B) if and only if N satisfies the property (A).
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that if N satisfies (A), then it satisfies
(B). Suppose that N satisfied (A). Let T be a positive liner functional
on N and let / be a positive function N. Then we define T'(f) =
inf lim T(/J, where any f
Λ
 of a directed set {/
Λ
} is non-negative and
a
f
Λ
\fy and the infinimum is taken for all directed sets {/Λ} such that
Λ t / > Λ^O and f
Λ
£N. Then we have that for any /, £(^0)€JV,
T'(f+g) = r(f)+T'(g) and T(tf) = tT(f) for any f^O. For any fεN,
we put T/(/)-T/(/+)-T/(/-). Then T is linear functional on N. If
we put T" = T-T, then T/7^0. To prove that T=T, it is sufficient to
show that T"(.K) = 0 (Theorem 1). Therefore we have only to show that
for any positive function /€/ζ T\Kf satisfies the condition (MA), where
Kf={g\geK, P(\g\XP(f)}. Since N is an α-ideal, Kf={g\g£C(X\
If we put F=P(f)w\ we can regard Kf as the set of
9) For any topological space X, we denote by g(X) the family (Z(/)|/<Ξ
10) For any subset A, Λ denotes the closure of A.
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all functions in C(F) vanishing of F—P(f). Therefore to prove the
Theorem, we have only to show that if M is the set of all functions in
C(F) (F is a Q-space) vanishing on a fixed closed subset A in F, then
M satisfies (B).
( i ) If A is the empty set, then M=C(F). If T is a positive linear
functional on M", then there are a Baire measure 7 on F and a compact
set C(^F with T(f) = ( f(x)dγ* (/GM) ([10]. Theorem 18). Therefore
M fulfills (B)n\
(ii) Let A be a set consisting of one point and let A = (p). Let T be
a positive linear functional. Then T is continuous, i.e. ||T||= sup T(/)<"
+ 00. We can assume that ||T|| = 1. We put for any f€C(F), T*(/) =
T(f—f(p))+f(p). We easily see that T* is a positive linear functional
on C(F). By (i) T* satisfies (ΛL4) and so does T.
(iii) If A is an arbitrary closed subset in F, let Y" be the decom-
position space consisting of A and {X}X^F-A Then by Lemma 6 Yisa
Q-space. Let φ be the mapping such that φ~1(y0)=A and φ~\y) is a set
consisting of only one point for any ye Y9yΦy0. For any/GMwe put
f'(y)=f(φ~ly), then /' is continous on Y. M* = {f'\feM} is the set of
all continuous functions vanishing at y0 . Let T be a positive linear func-
tional on M and let T1(f/) = T(f) for any /'eM*. Then 7\ is positive
on M*. By (ii) T, satisfies (MA) and so does T.
Let N be an ideal and let T be a non-negative linear functional on
N. T is said to has the property (D) if T(f) = T(g) for any f,g€N
where f—g on some open set U^Z(N).
In the case where X is compact, we have
Theorem 7. Let X be α compact space and let N be an ideal. Then
N satisfies the property (B) (or (A)) if and only if any non-negative linear
functional on N which has the property (D) is identically zero.
Proof. By Theoreme 1 and 6, we have only to show that T has
the property (D) if and only if T(K) = Q. Since X is compact, it is clear.
REMARK. Any non-negative linear functional T on TV which has the
property (D) is of the following form. For any s-f unction f€N we put
f, Z(g)^Z(f) and lίmg/f exists}. Then we have that for
any g£M
T(g) = c lim g/f, where c ^  0
/->o
For, if we put lim £//=#, then for any £>0 there is an m such that
11) This fact is pointed out by [11].
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if
so (a-£)T(f)==T((a-δ)f/\g)^T(g)^T((a+£)f\/g) = (a + £)T(f). Since
θ is an arbitrary positive number, T(g)=aT(f)=climg/f, where c=T(f).
(Received September 17, 1959)
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